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Lego is a male contestant who competed in TROC 4. Lego has a gigantic ego, but is still willing
to help out when needed. He loves getting his way, and will stop at nothing to get what he
wants. He constantly terrorizes his teammate, Takeout. Lego was originally in Calculated
Battlegrounds, where it was shown that he also has a phobia of circles. They have 2 pets,
Despacito Spider, and Fly Guy. Despacito Spider is split into 2 parts, yellow and red. Yellow is
happy, while red is grumpy. Lego sometimes goes to Despacito Spider for suggestions and
support. Lego had a short time in the game with his teammate Takeout. In the beginning of the
game, nobody picked him, so he got paired up with Takeout. Lego would have been paired up
with Cupcake , but he said specifically that he didn't want to be paired up with him. He named
the team Notification Squad , due to popular hated YouTubers always telling their viewers to
join the notification squad. Lego survived the first elimination by joining an alliance consisting
of Potty Humor, Computery, Chips , and a few others. Notification Squad got the only other vote
besides Team Toe. This made lots of the low placers despise Takeout. Notification Squad ended
up being UFE once again in the 3rd challenge. Lego thought that this would save his team from
getting eliminated, but Blue Barrel got the entire alliance to blindside Notification Squad. This
wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Categories :. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Cars, planes, trains, buildings, castles,
sculptures, ships, spaceships, and even working robots are just part of a extremely short list of
the many things that can be built with LEGO bricks. High production quality and careful
attention to detail ensures that LEGO pieces can fit together in myriad ways, which is one of the
main reasons for the toy brand's success. In , Christiansen bought a woodworking shop in
Billund which had been in business since He earned his living by constructing houses and
furniture for farmers in the region, with the help of a small staff of apprentices. His workshop
burned down in when a fire, lit by two of his young sons, ignited some wood shavings.
Undaunted, Ole Kirk took the disaster as an opportunity to construct a larger workshop, and
worked towards expanding his business even further; however, the Great Depression would
soon have an impact on his livelihood. In finding ways to minimize production costs, Ole Kirk
began producing miniature versions of his products as design aids. It was these miniature
stepladders and ironing boards that inspired him to begin producing toys. Various literature
appears to be to the contrary, implying that Ole Kirk actively decided to move on to toy
manufacture. However, more personal recollections and retellings suggest that when Ole Kirk's
carpentry shop was going out of business in , his local social worker suggested or otherwise
encouraged him to make toys. In , Ole Kirk's shop started making wooden pull toys , piggy
banks, cars and trucks. He enjoyed a modest amount of success, but families were poor and
often unable to afford such toys. Farmers in the area sometimes traded food in exchange for his
toys; Ole Kirk found he had to continue producing practical furniture in addition to toys in order
to stay in business. In the mids, the yo-yo toy fad gave him a brief period of activity, until it
suddenly collapsed. Once again, Ole Kirk turned disadvantage to his favor, turning the disused
yo-yo parts into wheels for a toy truck. His son, Godtfred Kirk Christiansen , began working for
him, taking an active role in the company. It was in that the company name LEGO was coined.
Ole Kirk held a contest among his staff to see who could come up with the best name for the
company, offering a bottle of homemade wine as a prize. Christiansen was considering two
names himself, "Legio" with the implication of a "Legion of toys" and "LEGO", a self-made
contraction from the Danish phrase leg godt, meaning "play well. When plastic came into
widespread use, Ole Kirk kept with the times and began producing plastic toys. One of the first
modular toys to be produced was a truck that could be taken apart and re-assembled. In , Ole
Kirk and Godtfred obtained samples of interlocking plastic bricks produced by the company
Kiddicraft. Hilary Harry Fisher Page , a British citizen. They had several round "studs" on top,
and a hollow rectangular bottom. They would stick together, but not so tightly that they could
not be pulled apart. The use of plastic for toy manufacture was not highly regarded by retailers

and consumers of the time. Many of the LEGO Group's shipments were returned, following poor
sales; it was thought that plastic toys could never replace wooden ones. Despite such criticism,
however, the Kirk Christiansens persevered. It was his conversation with an overseas buyer
that struck the idea of a toy "system. It was not until that the modern-day brick design was
developed. The bricks were improved with hollow tubes in the underside of the brick. This
added support in the base, enabling much better locking ability and improved versatility. That
same year, Ole Kirk Christiansen died, and Godtfred inherited leadership of the company. In ,
the Futura division was founded within the company. Its tiny staff was responsible for
generating ideas for new sets. Another warehouse fire struck the LEGO Group in , consuming
most of the company's inventory of wooden toys; fortunately for the company, the LEGO brick
line was strong enough by then that the company decided to abandon production of wooden
toys. Also during this time, the LEGO Group introduced toys specifically targeted towards the
pre-school market, and made an arrangement allowing Samsonite to begin producing and
selling LEGO products in Canada, an arrangement that would continue until In , the material
used to create LEGO bricks, cellulose acetate, was dropped in favor of more stable acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene ABS plastic , which is still used today. ABS is non-toxic, is less prone to
discoloration and warping, and is also more resistant to heat, acids, salt, and other chemicals
than cellulose acetate. The original train sets included a 4. This theme park featured elaborate
models of miniature towns built entirely from LEGO bricks. The three acre 12, m park attracted ,
visitors in its first year alone. During the next 20 years, the park grew to more than eight times
its original size, and eventually averaged close to a million paying visitors per year. More than
eighteen million LEGO sets were sold in The s were such a period of growth for the LEGO
Group that by , one of the biggest questions they faced was how best to manage and control its
expanding market. The coming decades marked considerable expansion into new frontiers of
toy making and marketing. LEGO began to target the female market with the introduction of
furniture pieces and dollhouses in The LEGO universe expanded its transportation possibilities
with the addition of boat and ship sets, with hull pieces that actually floated, in During this same
period, Godtfred Kirk Christiansen's son, Kjeld Kirk Kristiansen , joined the managerial staff of
the company, after earning business degrees in Switzerland and Denmark. One of Kjeld's first
achievements with the company was the foundation of manufacturing facilities, as well as a
research and development department that would be responsible for keeping the company's
manufacturing methods up to date. Human figures with posable arms made an appearance in in
"LEGO family" sets, which went on to become the biggest sellers at the time; in the same year,
an early version of the "minifigure" miniature LEGO person was introduced, but it was not
posable and had no face printed on its head. This line soon developed into the "Expert Builder"
sets, released in These technical sets featured moving parts such as gears, differentials, cogs,
levers, axles and universal joints, and permitted the construction of realistic models such as
automobiles, with functional rack and pinion steering and lifelike engine movements. These
small LEGO people have posable arms and legs, and a friendly smile. The figure was used in
many varieties of LEGO sets, allowing consumers to construct elaborate towns with buildings,
roads, vehicles, trains, and boats, at the same scale, and populated with the smiling minifigure
LEGO citizens. Astronaut minifigures, rockets, lunar rovers and spaceships populated this
successful series. The Scala series debuted in this year as well, featuring jewelry elements
marketed towards young girls. LEGO bricks had always had a constructive potential that was
seen by some educators as being an invaluable asset in helping children to develop creativity
and problem-solving abilities. Since the s, teachers had been using LEGO bricks in the
classroom for a variety of reasons. The second generation of LEGO trains appeared in As
before these were available in either 4. The "Expert Builder" series matured in , becoming the "
Technic " series. In the following year, the DUPLO system was expanded to include sets for
even younger audiences, particularly infants; new sets included baby rattles and figures with
adjustable limbs. The year after, LEGO minifigure citizens gained a realm of knights and horses,
with the introduction of the first Castle sets. Also that year, the LEGO Group's educational
division produced the Technic Computer Control, which was an educational system whereby
Technic robots, trucks, and other motorized models could be controlled with a computer. In ,
the Technic line was expanded with the addition of pneumatic components. The LEGO line grew
again in with the release of the LEGO Pirates series, which featured a variety of pirate ships,
desert islands and treasure; the series was also the first to depart from the standard minifigure
smiling face to create an array of piratical characters. A new series designed for advanced
builders was released in Three Model Team sets, including a race car and an off-road vehicle,
featured a level of detail and realism not previously seen in any LEGO series. Where Technic
was mechanically accurate, Model Team was visually and stylistically accurate. The LEGO
Group became one of the top 10 toy companies in this year; it was the only toy company in

Europe to be among the top LEGO Malaysia was also established in DUPLO was augmented
with the addition of the Toolo line featuring a screwdriver, wrench, nuts and bolts; the Paradisa
line, targeted towards girls, brought a variety of new pastel colors into the LEGO system and
focused around horses and a beach theme. It is made of thousands of LEGO bricks. Early
Prototypes of the LEGO minifigure had a variety of skin colors and facial expressions, but
production designs used only a yellow skin color and standard smiling face. LEGO Pirates in
expanded the array of facial expressions by adding beards and eye patches. Soon the other
themes caught on, ranging from sun glasses, lipstick, eye lashes, and so on. However, many of
the older collectors resented the new look, saying they looked too "cartoon-ish" or "kiddy", and
preferred the simplistic nature of the two eyes and smile. Nevertheless, from licensed series
such as LEGO Star Wars and LEGO Harry Potter gave minifigures the personas of specific
characters from their cinematic counterparts, but it was not until , with the introduction of LEGO
Basketball , that the palette of skin tones broadened to include more lifelike colors. In the late s,
the LEGO Group brought out a series of new and specialized ranges aimed at particular
demographics. The BIONICLE range uses Technic pieces and specialist moldings to create a
set of action figures for boys, while Belville is a more conventional line aimed at girls and
featuring large posable figures like those in the Technic range. In , the LEGO Group introduced
a completely new system, Clikits , aimed at girls and consisting of customizable plastic jewelry
and accessories. Also that year, they created the second line of Knights Kingdom themed
product. The late s also saw the first products featuring licensed characters. These were
followed by characters from Harry Potter to Steven Spielberg. Before this, LEGO characters
were always designed in-house, and lacked the strong characterization of these licensed
characters. It was also an entirely new thing for LEGO; it had a real, authentic story, with books,
action-figure style beings, and an entirely new world. In , the LEGO company was losing lots of
money. LEGO catalogs in the s and s contained a note that read:. We would sincerely like your
help in keeping it special. Thank you! Susan Williams, Consumer Services. Nevertheless, such
corporate admonitions are frequently ignored as corporate intervention in the use of language,
and the word lego is commonly used not only as a noun to refer to LEGO bricks but also as a
generic term referring to any kind of interlocking toy brick. Since their introduction in , LEGO
pieces of all varieties have been, first and foremost, part of a system. LEGO pieces from still
interlock with pieces made today, despite radical changes in shape and design over the years.
Retail LEGO sets for young children are compatible with those made for teenagers. Bricks,
beams, axles, minifigures, and all other elements in the LEGO system are manufactured to an
exacting degree of tolerance. When snapped together, pieces must have just the right amount
of "clutch power"; they must stay together until pulled apart. They cannot be too easy to pull
apart, or the result will be LEGO creations that are unstable; they cannot be too difficult to pull
apart, since the disassembly of one creation in order to build another is part of the LEGO
appeal. In order for pieces to have just the right "clutch power", LEGO elements are
manufactured within a tolerance of 2 micrometers 0. Precision-machined, small-capacity molds
are used, and human inspectors meticulously check the output of the molds, to eliminate
significant variations in color or thickness. Worn-out molds are encased in the foundations of
buildings to prevent their falling into competitors' hands. According to the LEGO Group, its
molding processes are so accurate that only 18 bricks out of every million fail to meet its
stringent standards. It is thanks to this care in manufacturing that the LEGO Group has
maintained such a high degree of quality over the decades; this is one of the main reasons that
pieces manufactured over 40 years ago still interlock neatly with pieces manufactured today.
Manufacturing of LEGO bricks occurs at a number of locations around the world. Molding is
done at one of two plants in Denmark and Switzerland. Sets containing new pieces are released
frequently. There are also motors, gears, lights, sensors, and cameras available to be used with
LEGO components. LEGO Mindstorms provides primary and secondary school aged
participants of RoboCup Junior an easy and intuitive introduction to robotics. It also allows
advanced participants an opportunity to modify the LEGO Mindstorms platform, adding their
own sensors and actuators, as well as other mechanical, electrical, electronic and software
related systems. LEGO bricks today are used for purposes beyond children's play. The LEGO
Group itself has developed a form of business consultancy fostering creative thinking, called
LEGO Serious Play, in which team members build metaphors of their organisational
experiences using LEGO bricks, and work through imaginary scenarios using the visual device
of the LEGO constructions and by exploring possibilities in a "serious" form of "play". A cult
following of people who have used LEGO pieces to make sculptures, very large mosaics and
complex machines has developed. Some sculptures use hundreds of thousands of pieces and
weigh tens of kilograms. Large mosaics, fully functional padlocks and pendulum clocks, a
harpsichord and an inkjet printer built by Google co-founder Larry Page while at the University

of Michigan have been constructed from LEGO pieces. One such masterpiece solves a Rubik's
Cube through the use of LEGO motors and cameras, a task that many humans cannot
accomplish. Even an eclipse-predicting computer was once built! Photos of many fan creations
like these can be seen at Brickshelf and at MOCpages. They usually use stop-motion animation.
Another notable example is the award-winning music video for the song "Fell in Love with a
Girl" by the White Stripes. Director Michel Gondry filmed a live version of the video, digitized
the result, and then recreated it entirely with LEGO bricks. In , TV Presenter and Broadcaster
James May and other volunteers built a full-size house in a vineyard in Surrey, England,
complete with functioning toilet and hot shower, using 3. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In
Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? Former FA. Categories :. RDF feed.
Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The company's flagship
product, Lego, consists of colourful interlocking plastic bricks accompanying an array of gears,
figurines called minifigures, and various other parts. Lego pieces can be assembled and
connected in many ways to construct objects, including vehicles, buildings, and working
robots. Anything constructed can be taken apart again, and the pieces reused to make new
things. The Lego Group began manufacturing the interlocking toy bricks in Movies, games,
competitions, and six Legoland amusement parks have been developed under the brand. As of
July , billion Lego parts had been produced. The Lego Group began in the workshop of Ole Kirk
Christiansen â€” , a carpenter from Billund, Denmark , who began making wooden toys in In ,
Lego expanded to begin producing plastic toys. In Lego began producing, among other new
products, an early version of the now familiar interlocking bricks, calling them "Automatic
Binding Bricks". These bricks were based on the Kiddicraft Self-Locking Bricks, which had
been patented in the United Kingdom in and released in Lego had received a sample of the
Kiddicraft bricks from the supplier of an injection-moulding machine that it purchased. The
bricks, originally manufactured from cellulose acetate, were a development of the traditional
stackable wooden blocks of the time. The Lego Group's motto is det bedste er ikke for godt
which means "the best is not too good". This motto, which is still used today, was created by
Christiansen to encourage his employees never to skimp on quality, a value he believed in
strongly. Although a common sentiment, Lego toys seem to have become a significant
exception to the dislike of plastic in children's toys, due in part to the high standards set by Ole
Kirk. By , Christiansen's son, Godtfred , had become the junior managing director of the Lego
Group. It was his conversation with an overseas buyer that led to the idea of a toy system.
Godtfred saw the immense potential in Lego bricks to become a system for creative play, but
the bricks still had some problems from a technical standpoint: their locking ability was limited
and they were not versatile. In , the modern brick design was developed; it took five years to
find the right material for it, ABS acrylonitrile butadiene styrene polymer. The modern Lego
brick design was patented on 28 January The Lego Group's Duplo product line was introduced
in and is a range of simple blocks whose lengths measure twice the width, height, and depth of
standard Lego blocks and are aimed towards younger children. In May , the largest model ever
created was displayed in New York City and was made of over 5 million bricks; a scale model of
an X-wing fighter. Other records include a foot 34 m tower and a 4 km 2. In February , Lego
replaced Ferrari as the "world's most powerful brand. Lego's popularity is demonstrated by its
wide representation and usage in many forms of cultural works, including books, films and
artwork. It has even been used in the classroom as a teaching tool. Lego pieces of all varieties
constitute a universal system. Despite variation in the design and the purposes of individual
pieces over the years, each piece remains compatible in some way with existing pieces. Lego
bricks from still interlock with those made in the current time, and Lego sets for young children
are compatible with those made for teenagers. Each Lego piece must be manufactured to an
exacting degree of precision. When two pieces are engaged they must fit firmly, yet be easily
disassembled. The machines that manufacture Lego bricks have tolerances as small as 10
micrometres. Primary concept and development work takes place at the Billund headquarters,
where the company employs approximately designers. The company also has smaller design
offices in the UK, Spain, Germany, and Japan which are tasked with developing products aimed
specifically at these markets. The average development period for a new product is around
twelve months, split into three stages. The first stage is to identify market trends and
developments, including contact by the designers directly with the market; some are stationed
in toy shops close to holidays, while others interview children. The second stage is the design
and development of the product based on the results of the first stage. As of September , the
design teams use 3D modelling software to generate CAD drawings from initial design
sketches. The designs are then prototyped using an in-house stereolithography machine. These
prototypes are presented to the entire project team for comment and testing by parents and
children during the "validation" process. Designs may then be altered per the results from the

focus groups. Virtual models of completed Lego products are built concurrently with the writing
of the user instructions. Completed CAD models are also used in the wider organization, for
marketing and packaging. The program once allowed customers to order their custom designs
with a service to ship physical models from Digital Designer to consumers; the service ended in
The Lego factory in Kladno , Czech Republic. Lego injection moulding machines, made by the
German company Arburg. Since , Lego pieces have been manufactured from a strong, resilient
plastic known as acrylonitrile butadiene styrene ABS. The software allows the parts to be
optimized by way of mould flow and stress analysis. Prototype moulds are sometimes built
before the design is committed to mass production. It is then injected into the moulds at
pressures between 25 and tonnes and takes approximately 15 seconds to cool. The moulds are
permitted a tolerance of up to twenty micrometres, to ensure the bricks remain connected.
Human inspectors check the output of the moulds, to eliminate significant variations in colour
or thickness. According to the Lego Group, about eighteen bricks out of every million fail to
meet the standard required. Lego factories recycle all but about 1 percent of their plastic waste
from the manufacturing process. If the plastic cannot be re-used in Lego bricks, it is processed
and sold on to industries that can make use of it. Lego has a self-imposed deadline to find a
more eco-friendly alternative to the ABS plastic it currently uses in its bricks. Manufacturing of
Lego bricks occurs at several locations around the world. The Lego Group estimates that in five
decades it has produced billion Lego blocks. Annual production of Lego bricks averages
approximately 36 billion, or about elements per second. According to an article in
BusinessWeek in , Lego could be considered the world's No. The claim was reiterated in In
December , the BBC's More or Less radio program asked the Open University 's engineering
department to determine "how many Lego bricks, stacked one on top of the other, it would take
for the weight to destroy the bottom brick? Private tests have shown several thousand
assembly-disassembly cycles before the bricks begin to wear out, although Lego tests show
fewer cycles. In , Lego announced that it will be using bio-derived polyethylene to make its
botanical elements parts such as leaves, bushes and trees. Since the s, the Lego Group has
released thousands of sets with a variety of themes, including space , robots , pirates , trains ,
Vikings , castle , dinosaurs , undersea exploration , and wild west. Some of the classic themes
that continue to the present day include Lego City a line of sets depicting city life introduced in
and Lego Technic a line aimed at emulating complex machinery, introduced in Over the years,
Lego has licensed themes from numerous cartoon and film franchises and even some from
video games. Although some of the licensed themes, Lego Star Wars and Lego Indiana Jones,
had highly successful sales, Lego has expressed a desire to rely more upon their characters
and classic themes, and less upon licensed themes related to movie releases. One of the largest
Lego sets commercially produced was a minifig -scaled edition of the Star Wars Millennium
Falcon. Designed by Jens Kronvold Fredericksen, it was released in and contained 5, pieces. It
was surpassed by a 5,piece Taj Mahal. A redesigned Millennium Falcon recently retook the top
spot in with 7, pieces. Lego also initiated a robotics line of toys called 'Mindstorms' in and has
continued to expand and update this range ever since. The roots of the product originate from a
programmable brick developed at the MIT Media Lab , and the name is taken from a paper by
Seymour Papert , a computer scientist and educator who developed the educational theory of
constructionism, and whose research was at times funded by the Lego Group. The
programmable Lego brick which is at the heart of these robotics sets has undergone several
updates and redesigns, with the latest being called the 'EV3' brick, being sold under the name of
Lego Mindstorms EV3. The set includes sensors that detect touch, light, sound and ultrasonic
waves, with several others being sold separately, including an RFID reader. The intelligent brick
can be programmed using official software available for Windows and Mac computers, and is
downloaded onto the brick via Bluetooth or a USB cable. There are also several unofficial
programs and compatible programming languages that have been made to work with the brick,
and many books have been written to support this community. Several robotics competitions
use the Lego robotics sets. The earliest is Botball , a national U. FLL uses Lego-based robots to
complete tasks. FLL participants build models out of Lego elements. In its season, there were
16, FLL teams in over 55 countries. In its season, there were 2, Jr. The international RoboCup
Junior football competition involves extensive use of Lego Mindstorms equipment which is
often pushed to its extreme limits. The capabilities of the Mindstorms range have now been
harnessed for use in Iko Creative Prosthetic System, a prosthetic limbs system designed for
children. Designs for these Lego prosthetics allow everything from mechanical diggers to
laser-firing spaceships to be screwed on to the end of a child's limb. Iko is the work of the
Chicago-based Colombian designer Carlos Arturo Torres and is a modular system that allows
children to customize their prosthetics with the ease of clicking together plastic bricks.
Designed with Lego's Future Lab, the Danish toy company's experimental research department,

and Cirec, a Colombian foundation for physical rehabilitation, the modular prosthetic
incorporates myoelectric sensors that register the activity of the muscle in the stump and send
a signal to control movement in the attachment. A processing unit in the body of the prosthetic
contains an engine compatible with Lego Mindstorms, the company's robotics line, which lets
the wearer build an extensive range of customized, programmable limbs. The definitive shape of
the Lego bricks, with the inner tubes, was patented by the Lego Group in Several competitors
have attempted to take advantage of Lego's popularity by producing blocks of similar
dimensions and advertising them as being compatible with Lego bricks. CoCo was ordered to
cease the manufacture of the products, publish a formal apology and pay damages. Lego sued
the English company Best-Lock Construction Toys in German courts in and ; the Federal Patent
Court of Germany denied Lego trademark protection for the shape of its bricks for the latter
case. In , the European Court of Justice ruled that the eight-peg design of the original Lego
brick "merely performs a technical function [and] cannot be registered as a trademark. First
launched in , the Lego website has developed over the years, and provides many extra services
beyond an online store and a product catalogue. There are also moderated message boards that
were founded in The site also includes instruction booklets for all Lego sets dating back to My
Lego Network is a social networking site that involves items, blueprints, ranks, badges which
are earned for completing certain tasks, trading and trophies called masterpieces which allow
users to progress to go to the next rank. The website has a built-in inbox that allows users to
send pre-written messages to one another. The Lego Network includes automated non-player
characters within called "Networkers", who can do things which normal users cannot do,
sending custom messages, and selling masterpieces and blueprints. The site also has modules
which are set up on the user's page that give the user items, or that display picture
compositions. Before My Lego Network, there were Lego Club Pages, which essentially held the
same purpose, although the design lacked complex interaction. Lego operates so-called "Lego
Store" retail shops. The opening of each store is celebrated with a weekend-long event in which
a Master Model Builder creates, with the help of volunteersâ€”most of whom are childrenâ€”a
larger-than-life Lego statue, which is then displayed at the new store for several weeks. Since
around , the Lego Group has been promoting "Lego Serious Play", a form of business
consultancy fostering creative thinking, in which team members build metaphors of their
organizational identities and experiences using Lego bricks. Participants work through
imaginary scenarios using visual three-dimensional Lego constructions, imaginatively
exploring possibilities in a serious form of play. Lego branched out into the video game market
in by founding Lego Media International Limited , and Lego Island was released that year by
Mindscape. More recently, Lego has created a game based on The Lego Movie , due to its
popularity. Lego Games launched in , was a series of Lego-themed board games designed by
Cephas Howard and Reiner Knizia in which the players usually build the playing board out of
Lego bricks and then play with Lego-style players. Examples of the games include
"Minotaurus", in which players roll dice to move characters within a brick-build labyrinth,
"Creationary", in which players must build something which appears on a card, or "Ramses
Pyramid", in which players collect gems and climb up a customizable pyramid. Like many board
games, the games use dice. In Lego Games, the dice are Lego, with Lego squares with symbols
on Lego studs on the dice, surrounded by rubber. The games vary from simple to complex,
some are similar to "traditional" board games, while others are completely different. Several
other straight-to-DVD computer-animated Bionicle sequels and Hero Factory movies were
produced in the following years. A contest was held for contestants to submit designs for
vehicles to be used in the film. After the release of The Lego Movie , independent Canadian toy
retailers reported issues with shortages of Lego products and cited cancellations of Lego
pre-orders without warning as a motive to stock compatible, rival products. In June , it was
reported that Warner Bros. A computer-generated animated series based on Lego Ninjago:
Masters of Spinjitzu began in , and another based on Legends of Chima began in A television
series of Lego City has also been announced. Lego has an ongoing deal with publisher Dorling
Kindersley DK , who is producing a series of illustrated hardback books looking at different
aspects of the construction toy. The first was The Ultimate Lego Book , published in In , a
revised edition was published. Although no longer being published in the United States by
Scholastic , books covering events in the Bionicle storyline are written by Greg Farshtey.
Bionicle comics, also written by Farshtey, are compiled into graphic novels and were released
by Papercutz. This series ended in , after nine years. Kabooki, a Danish company founded in ,
produces clothes branded as "Lego Wear" under licence from the Lego Group. This wiki. This
wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Categories :. Universal Conquest
Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The pilot episodes were released on January 14, ,
and the first two episodes of the first season were released on December 2, The first proper

season aired in February, March, and April Since Adventure Time ended on September 3, , it
became the longest currently-running show that airs on Cartoon Network. In , the series
dropped the subtitle of Masters of Spinjitzu and the episode run-times were changed from 22
minutes to 11 minutes. On February 22, , the Hageman Brothers finished the first draft of the
pilot episode. Though it was initially meant to only introduce the toyline, potential was seen in
the pilot, and at some point in the pilot's production, a proper series was commissioned. In
early , the pilot episodes were released. The second season aired in July of that same year, with
the two-season run intended to be the full run of the show. Originally LEGO had planned that
the series would end after two seasons. Due to fan demand, in , it returned with Season 3.
During this time, the production of the third season was choppy, starting out as thirteen
episodes, then being reduced to two before they were able to settle on eight. The show
continued strongly in , going for two seasons a year, with being a slight exception, having a
season, and a holiday special in the latter half of the year. The main characters were given
redesigns to match their appearances in the movie. Lloyd was also given a new voice actor, to
reflect him growing up in the time between the seventh and eighth seasons. The animation was
also done through a new pipeline, improving the quality, and the tone became noticeably
darker. The biggest change of all is that the runtime of the episodes was reduced from minutes
to minutes. There is some confusion about whether this soft-reboot is a new show that is a
continuation of the original, or the same show albeit with many changes. However, several
showrunners call Secrets of the Forbidden Spinjitzu "Season 11," [5] [6] implying it is the same
show as before, despite the myriad of changes to the format. LEGO no longer refers to the
season number when advertising new installments on YouTube or other such places, instead
referring to them mainly by their respective subtitles. Regardless, the continuity remains the
same as it has always been. Weapons so powerful, no one can handle their power at once.
When he passed away, his two sons swore to protect them. But the oldest was consumed by
darkness and wanted to possess the weapons. A battle between brothers broke out, and the
oldest was struck down and banished to the Underworld. Peace returned and the younger
brother hid the weapons. But knowing his older brother's relentless ambition for power, he
placed a guardian to protect them. And for fear of his own demise, a map for an honest man to
hide. The show is set primarily on the fictional island, Ninjago. It draws inspiration from a blend
of East-Asian culture and popular Western media while taking place in a modern setting. Long
before the events of the series, the First Spinjitzu Master used the power of the Golden
Weapons to create Ninjago. Trained in the legendary art of Spinjitzu by the wise Master Wu, a
group of young ninja Kai, Jay, Cole, and Zane, and eventually Lloyd and Nya with mastery over
the elements fight to defend their land against those who wish to conquer it. Each season
focuses on a different one, more, or all of the ninja and features a different group of varied
antagonists. The show can be divided into three parts: a pilot consisting of four episodes,
thirteen full seasons, and a Halloween TV special. There are some canon and non-canon
mini-movies that take place between moments or alongside certain moments of the show.
Before he passed away, his sons swore to protect the weapons from evil, but the older brother
Garmadon was infected with evil, plotting to obtain and wield all four weapons so he could rule
Ninjago in his own evil image. In the ensuing battle between brothers, the younger brother Wu
fought hard enough to cast Garmadon down to the Underworld, hiding the weapons across the
land and placing a guardian dragon at each hiding spot. Along the way, they must unlock their
Spinjitzu , become a team, and search for Kai's younger sister, Nya kidnapped by the
Underworld's Skeleton Army under Lord Garmadon's orders , to learn the ways of the Ninja,
master the art of Spinjitzu, and find the Golden Weapons before Garmadon and the Skulkin can
claim them for their maniacal machinations while the Skulkin army and their four-armed leader,
Samukai , who is the former King of the Underworld and Lord Garmadon's second-in-command,
hunt them down. Following the disappearance of Lord Garmadon, the Ninja enjoy a short period
of peace. During this time, Master Wu reveals bits of the backstory to his pupils, including how
Lord Garmadon fell to the Underworld and usurped Samukai. Ever since Lord Garmadon's
disappearance, peace has returned to Ninjago. Rather than prepare for his return, the Ninja have
become lazy, playing video games and eating pizza instead of continuing their training. With
their guards down, they find themselves thrown back into action when Garmadon's son when
Lloyd Garmadon attacks Jamanakai Village. Now the Ninja must stop both the Serpentine and
Lloyd, all while bracing for the inevitable return of Lord Garmadon himself. As our heroes try to
overcome emotional barriers with the evil dark lord Garmadon and team up together against
this greater mutual enemy, the Ninja unlock their True Potential one by one, all while trying to
learn the identity of the legendary Green Ninja destined to defeat the "dark lord". Despite the
Ninja's efforts, Pythor and his tribe manage to collect all three Fangblades, however, the Ninja
unlock their true potential and gear up, ready to take on the Serpentine army. In the end,

through Kai's realization, all of the training Kai, Jay, Cole and Zane underwent wasn't to become
the Green Ninja, it was to protect him. Lloyd is revealed to be the destined chosen one. This
causes grief to Wu and Garmadon since their family has become even more divided. In the end,
the Ninja, Wu, and Garmadon give a look of nervous sadness because of how heartbreaking,
emotionally difficult and heart-wrenching it will be for Lloyd to battle his own father in the near
future. After Wu, Nya and the Ninja are held captive after going undercover, infiltrating and
spying on Pythor's inner circle, the evil, villainous Garmadon grudgingly rescues them.
Although Pythor unleashes The Great Devourer, his plan backfires when the gigantic evil snake
swallows both him and Wu, going on a rampage destroying the city. Lloyd, Nya, the Ninja and
Lord Garmadon come up with a plan to defeat the giant snake. Despite the Ninja's suspicion of
Garmadon, the plan pays off. The Great Devourer is destroyed, Garmadon successfully getting
revenge on the snake who's evil venom infected and corrupted him, with Wu emerging alive,
with a teapot and a cup of tea in his hands. They discover that predictably, Lord Garmadon has
slyly turned traitor to them, treacherously deserted the group with said weapons and is now
ominously, schemingly plotting against them putting his evil plans into motion to conquer the
city, rule it with an iron fist, and turn the city into his own evil, tyrannical, dystopian regime. The
first season ends with a bittersweet ending as the 4 ninja celebrate their temporary victory while
Lloyd nervously tries to come to terms with the fact that he will have to face his own father in
battle one day, knowing that the war is far from over. The second season begins with the
aftermath of the Ninja's battle with the Serpentine. After defeating the Great Devourer, Lord
Garmadon has treacherously fled and deserted Wu and the Ninja with the Golden Weapons,
now plotting against them and putting his evil plans of conquering the city in motion, having
taken command of the Serpentine. With the power to create whatever he pleases, Lord
Garmadon is more dangerous than ever, and the Ninja must quickly begin training
Lloydâ€”revealed to be the Green Ninjaâ€”so he may fulfill his destiny and stop his father from
remaking Ninjago in his own image. Able to create anything he pleases, Garmadon aims to
interrupt Lloyd's training and prevent him from achieving his destiny as the Green Ninja by
harming the Ninja. To ensure Lloyd is ready to face his father, the Ninja combat Garmadon's
creations at every turn. But both sides are unaware of an ultimate, supernatural evil force of
darkness and destruction that lurks on the fabled Island of Darkness, pulling the strings for
thousands of years to conquer and consume it all. The fate of Ninjago hangs in the balance as
the "Final Battle" between good and evil looms even closer. Lord Garmadon soon gains control
over the Stone Army , an ancient force of indestructible warriors. Good prevailed in the Final
Battle with Lloyd as the Ultimate Spinjitzu Master defeating the Overlord and saving both
Ninjago and his once-evil father. Ninjago City was left in ruin until genius inventor Cyrus Borg
led the reconstruction process bringing about New Ninjago City, a hub of futuristic
technological advancements. On a field trip to the city, they visit the technology company Borg
Industries, only to learn a horrifying truth from Cyrus Borg at the Borg Tower, center of all this
innovation, they discover that the Overlord has survived his fight with the Golden Ninja in the
form of a virus and has been reborn as the Digital Overlord, a computer virus infecting Borg's
systems. To escape the Digiverse, he plots to steal Lloyd's Golden Power and become a
prophesied evil known as the Golden Master and destroy the other ninja before they can use
Borg's Techno Blades to reboot the system and destroy him for good. In order to aid him, he
uses Borg's technology to copy Zane's design and create an army of Nindroids. Leaving Lloyd
under the protection of a now pacifistic Sensei Garmadon, the Ninja must find the hard-drive
containing the Digital Overlord and reboot the system with Borg's tech-hacking Techno Blades,
to keep their friend safe and put an end to the Overlord's evil once and for all. To counter this
threat, the Ninjaâ€”rejoined by Lloydâ€”team up with Borg's robotic assistant P. However, they
are also forced to face Wu, turned into a cyborg under the Overlord's control, and a mysterious
Serpentine warrior who has joined forces with the villain. The struggle to stop the Overlord
takes the Ninja to the stars and back, with a final showdown with the Overlord awaiting them
upon their return. To defeat the Overlord Golden Master, Zane was forced to absorb power from
the Golden Armor, "sacrificing" his life and leaving the Ninja team fractured in the process. But
when notorious crime boss and noodle house owner Master Chen invites them to his
Tournament of Elements; a competition between other Elemental Masters like them, with the
promise of seeing Zane again, hinting that their fallen comrade may yet be alive, they have little
choice but to travel to Chen's Island. Arriving on the island, they learn Chen's intention: to pit
them against each other, with winners advancing through the rounds while the losers
mysteriously vanish. However, when they discover that Chen and his cult of Anacondrai
worshippers use the Staff of Elements to strip those who lose their Elemental Powers for a spell
that could restart a war from Ninjago's past, they attempt to form an alliance with the Elemental
Masters. New friends and enemies are madeâ€”Kai notably taking an interest in Skylor , master

of Amber â€”and discover Chen's true plan: to steal the Elemental powers of the competitors
for a spell. This spell, once complete, will allow Chen and his followers to become a new army
of Anacondrai , the fiercest of all Serpentine tribes, who will then wage war on Ninjago. It will
take an alliance of Ninja, Elemental Masters, and more to stop this threatâ€”and an even greater
sacrifice may be required in the end. But to free the generals, Garmadon had to take their place
amongst the cursed. As a distraught Lloyd mourns the loss of his father, he is called to a solo
mission where he is possessed by the jealousy ghost of Wu's first student Morro , the Master of
Wind, who escaped the Cursed Realm when Garmadon opened the portal. Obsessed with
claiming this right for himself, Morro possesses Lloyd, thus leaving the other four Ninja
powerless. Now, the powerless Ninja face their friend as evil ghosts from the Cursed Realm led
by Morro, Master Wu's original pupil and the Master of Wind, whom Wu once thought could be
the Green Ninja, wreak havoc. It is then revealed that Morro is seeking to find the Tomb of the
First Spinjitzu Master, which can only be accessed through the art of Airjitzu, and use the Realm
Crystal, a gateway to the Sixteen Realms parallel to Ninjago, to allow his master to curse all that
exists. To stop him, the Ninja ally with mercenary and shady, corrupt and two-faced
businessman Ronin, mastering the lost art of Airjitzu and following three clues to the tomb's
location engraved on Wu's staff. The attempt to secure the Scroll of Airjitzu leads the Ninja first
to Stiix , where they encounter their old foe Ronin , and then to the Temple of Airjitzu , where
they face the ghost of Master Yang and obtain a scroll only to suffer a severe blow, at the cost
of Cole turning into a ghost. Elsewhere, Wu is teaching Nya to unlock her powers, and she is
learning to unlock her hidden potential as the daughter of the Elemental Master of Water , a
formidable weapon against Morro's Ghost Warriors. The Ninja and Morro make their way to the
Cloud Kingdom in search of the Sword of Sanctuary , a tool necessary to bypass the traps
within the tomb, only for Morro to capture the Realm Crystal. Using this tool, Morro returns to
Stiix with a plan to unleash his monstrous master, the Preeminent , who will curse all of the
Sixteen Realms. But the true key to victory lies with Nya, who learns she is the current Master of
Water Waves Oceans Tides and Fluids, which happens to be a ghost's greatest weakness. In the
wake of the Preeminent's defeat, the Ninja have become celebrities because their victory over
the Preeminent has brought the Ninja overwhelming fame, but Nya is struggling with both her
new status on the team and Jay's lingering feelings for her. While they struggle to continue to
defend Ninjago while warding off obsessed fans, Jay tangles with seeing a future with Nya in
the First Spinjitzu Master's Tomb. Things go further downhill for the heroes when the ghost of
Chen's right hand man Clouse, their old foe who survived the destruction of the Cursed Realm,
unleashes the villainous Djinn, Nadakhan ; captain of the Misfortune's Keep and Sky Pirates , a
wish-granting pirate who quickly captures Wu and Misako before setting out to locate his
long-missing crew after framing the Ninja for a series of crimes that turns the populace against
them. Framing the Ninja by shapeshifting into them wreaking havoc across the city and
reuniting with his crew, Nadakhan learns that the destruction of the Cursed Realm has caused
the collapse of its Sister Realm and his former home and kingdom of Djinjago. In an effort to
halt him, with their fans turned against them and their team dwindling in numbers as the Djinn
turns their wishes against them to trap them in his Sword of Souls, the Ninja seek advice from
Nadakhan's old foe Captain Soto , who advises them to seek out Tiger Widow Island for the
means of weakening the Djinn. The Ninja find themselves in a battle across Ninjago to stop a
vengeful Nadakhan from rebuilding his Realm with chunks of theirs. They succeed in obtaining
the venom of the Tiger Widow , but in the process, Kai and Zane are trapped with Nadakhan's
blade and their power enables him to lift pieces of Ninjago into the sky in his bid to recreate
Djinjago. At the same time, he sets his eyes on marrying Nyaâ€”the double of his lost love
Delara â€”in order to gain the ability to grant himself infinite wishes. In the end, it is up to
Jayâ€”the only Ninja who hasn't used all three of the wishes Nadakhan can grant himâ€”to
assemble a team of reserve heroes to find the right wish to save his love, home, and save his
friends in order to stop Nadakhan from conquering Ninjago with infinite power. On the Day of
the Departed , the people of Ninjago light lanterns to remember those they've lost. The Ninja in
particular gather to remember their passed loved ones but are reminded of old foes by the
Ninjago Museum of History 's new Hall of Villainy exhibit. While his friends celebrate, Cole,
whose ghostly state has deteriorated to the point of him randomly fading in and out of
existence, receives an unexpected message from Yang. He sets out to confront the evil gjost
villain and intends to exact revenge on Master Yang for turning him into a ghost during the
Ninja's attempt to learn Airjitzu, in revenge for his transformation. He unwittingly plays into
Yang's hands by delivering to him the Yin Blade a dark magic weapon Yang once used in an
attempt to gain immortality , and Yang takes advantage of the Yin-Yang Eclipse to revive some
of the old enemies of the Ninja to pit them against them. Cole enters the Temple of Airjitzu and
prepares to "close the circle" by defeating the Airjitzu Master. But when his gambit for revenge

leads to the accidental revival of some of the Ninja's greatest enemies, the heroes find
themselves facing their vengeful foes once again as they attempt to take the Ninja's place
amongst the living using magic Departed Blades. As these revived foesâ€”joined by
Pythorâ€”hunt down the various Ninja, Yang sets out to open the Rift of Return , leaving it up to
Cole to stop him once and for all. Cole faces Yang and his students alone as, thanks to his
actions, the Airjitzu Master has reclaimed the Yin Blade and plots to take advantage of a special
Yin-Yang Eclipse to cut the Rift of Return which will allow him to return to the living world.
Following the events on the Day of the Departed, both Cole and the Temple of Airjitzu have been
restored. As the Ninja setup base in the temple, they find themselves stuck cleaning up the
damage at the Ninjago Museum of History. Here, they learn of the Hands of Time; twin Elemental
Masters of time itself who betrayed the Elemental Masters after the Serpentine Wars in belief
their Element was the strongest. Meanwhile, at the ruins of the Monastery of Spinjitzu, Wu
awaits the return of Acronix, the younger of the "Time Twins", to finish the battle they started 40
years ago. Acronix , one of the Time Twins passes through a time vortex and is challenged to a
fight by Master Wu. After the arrival of the Forward Time Blade , but without the rest of the team
by his side, Wu is overwhelmed by Acronix who uses a move known as the "Time Punch" to
accelerate Wu's aging one day per hour. Even with the intervention of the Ninja, Acronix
escapes and reunites with his brother Krux ; the older twin, who has remained hidden in
Ninjago disguised as Museum Curator Dr. Now the two Hands of Time have a plan that could
change history and revert Ninjago back to its old-fashioned roots. They control an army of
Serpentine known as Vermillion , from the eggs of the Great Devourer, who can form into
Samurai using metal. The Vermillion began capturing Ninjago builders, including Cyrus Borg,
and stealing metal, all to build the Iron Doom , which can travel time, using the Time Apparatus
to utilize all 4 Time Blades. With Master Wu unable to fight, P. The Ninja must now battle the
Hands of Time and their army of Vermillion; children of the Great Devourer, as they begin
kidnapping Ninjago's best builders and stealing metal all over the city. But as they near closer
to uncovering the villains' ultimate goal, the battle becomes personal for Kai and Nya who
discover who discover shockingly dark, horrible secrets about their parents being involved with
the Hands of Time when it turns out their own parents could have ties to the villains. It takes
place one year after Hands of Time, with Lloyd now a master. One year after Wu and the Hands
of Time were lost in time aboard the Iron Doom, the Ninja have scattered across Ninjago,
tackling missions while searching for their master's whereabouts. In their absence,
unfortunately caused by their search, Ninjago City has been overrun by a cult-like crime
syndicate known as the Sons of Garmadon who worship the evil Lord Garmadon and pose a
new threat to Ninjago and the Royal Family. Their plan is to resurrect Lord Garmadon with the
three Oni Masks. With Lloyd acting as their new master, the Ninja team reunites to heed a
request from the usually private Royal Family, who ask the heroes to protect the three Oni
Masks The Mask of Deception, the Mask of Vengeance, and the Mask of Hatred ; relics from the
First Realm which when united would allow the Sons of Garmadon to resurrect a purely evil
Garmadon, with most of his soul gone, as well as their adopted daughter, the Jade Princess
Harumi. In order to stop the Sons of Garmadon from desecrating his father's sacrifice, Lloyd
and the Ninja attempt to find the identity of their leader, the Quiet One, before they can
determine the location of the elusive Oni Mask of Hatred, while learning secrets about the
origins of Ninjago itself. In the process, Lloyd begins to bond with Harumi who has also lost her
parents. But as they grow closer, the Ninja make the startling discovery that someone in their
makeshift family is the Quiet One. The animation was stepped up this season and certain
changes were brought in, notably the characters' design changes, due to the expected new fans
brought in by The LEGO Ninjago Movie. With a resurrected, diabolical Emperor Garmadon now
ruthlessly ruling a dystopian Ninjago City in ruins with an iron fist while the original four Ninja
and young Wu stuck in the Realm of Oni and Dragons , after the Colossus destroyed the
Destiny's Bounty, any ally of the Ninja and citizen is hunted and imprisoned in Kryptarium
Prison. Lloyd, Nya, and the rest of their remaining allies, including a portion of the Elemental
Masters, form a resistance to endure and fight back against the tyrannical rule of Lord
Garmadon and Harumi. Here, the barbaric Dragon Hunters, led by the power hungry Iron Baron,
capture Dragons and exploit their Elemental Powers to sustain their society. As Dragons are the
only beings who can ferry between Realms, the Ninja and a teenage Wu must find the mythical
Dragon Armor once worn by the First Spinjitzu Master himself, in order to convince Firstbourne;
leader mother and queen of all Dragons, to allow them to ride her children out of the Realm so
they can rejoin the fight against Lord Garmadon, and save Ninjago. It takes place one week after
the events of Season 8. To preserve the Legacy of Spinjitzu for generations to come, Master Wu
is overseeing the making of a mural that depicts some of the most defining and epic moments
in the history of Spinjitzu. As Ninjago city rebuilds from Emperor Garmadon's ransacked

demolition, he calls out to Lloyd to tell him what will happen in the future, Lloyd distrusts his
father's intentions of helping him. Faith later returns from the first realm explaining what
happened in the realm of Oni and Dragons. The Oni have invaded Ninjago. It is a world filled
with a rich history and legacy, and it is from here where our ninja heroes must unlock an even
greater power to defeat the darkness that is marching towards them. Since the destructive
power that escaped through the realm crystal is too powerful for our heroes, the evil dark lord
Garmadon must now choose a side. Will he team up with the Ninja and fight the Oni or tear the
fabled world and legacy of Ninjago apart forever? This season takes place 6 months after the
Ninja defeated the Oni in March of the Oni. The Ninja have become relaxed, lazy, and out of
shape. In order to keep their skills and powers intact, they search for an activity or a threat to
face. Strangely enough, Ninjago has been in a state of lasting peace. However, Zane begins
suffering odd visions of him being " killed " by Snake Queen Aspheera , leader of the evil Pyro
Vipers , who are invading Ninjago. While Zane remains unsure about these frightening visions,
the Ninja find their quest when Professor Clutch Powers discovers a mysterious pyramid which
supposedly only a Ninja could survive exploring. Unbeknownst to them, the next threat to
Ninjago is right around the corner. Short episodes that take place after Season 11 and during
Season These six short episodes are divided into before and after Jay enters Prime Empire. The
first two, titled " Let's Dance " and " Upgrade ," follow the Mechanic and his alliance with
Unagami and also feature Jay and Nya in some bonding time. When the old, legendary video
game, Prime Empire , resurfaces, players, begin to disappear. In order to solve the mystery, the
Ninja enter a dangerous digital world ruled by the mysterious villain Unagami. At first glance,
the Ivory City looks like a pristine place, but the ninja soon uncover a dark, obscure,
long-forgotten underworld: The Dungeons of Shintaro. Once inside, they must fight their way to
freedom through a maze of tunnels paved with dangers and strange creatures ruled by the
merciless Skull Sorcerer. The ninja must choose their path wiselyâ€¦. With so much at stake, the
ninja embark on a rescue mission to a mysterious and uncharted island full of surprises. He is
also gathering a force of Shadow Minions to help him, capture Bandit. Set between Skybound
and "Day of the Departed. Wu, who has been meditating for some time and sensing a growing
threat, quickly assembles the six Ninja to take the Destiny's Bounty 2. The pirates have
captured Ronin, who reveals that he was forced off their ship only for it to disappear along with
Misako. The trio then set off to find Misako. Lloyd and Wu continued their journey up the River
of Darkness, only to notice the effects of the Dark Matter upon the environment and be affected
by it themselves, with Lloyd abusing his powers before taking off alone in search of Misako. Wu
is similarly affected, with an insect bite causing him to envision a dark copy of himself who
taunts him for using the Ninja for his own gains; however, Wu is able to banish this illusion.
Meanwhile, Zane and Cole awaken and, after encountering a large bird, find a mine where
Misako and the captured fishermen are being forced to dig up dark matter. An enraged Lloyd
arrives and begins attacking, but Zane and Cole are able to calm him down before going after
Misako, who has fallen under the influence of the dark matter but is purified by Lloyd's Energy.
The Sky Pirates mass for another attack, but the three Ninja and the freed prisoners are aided
by the arrival of Ronin, Nya, and Jay. Elsewhere, Wu discovers that the villain behind the
troubles on Dark Island is none other than Clouse, who had come to the island after failing to
acquire the Teapot of Tyrahn due to Jay's final wish to Nadakhan. Having used his magic to
forcibly recruit Nadakhan's crew, Clouse now seeks to use the Dark Matter to corrupt the
Temple of Light, which will reunite the Dark Island and Ninjago as a landmass of darkness that
Clouse will control. Clouse escapes Wu aboard Misfortune's Keep , while the Ninja acquire new
vehicles created by Monkey Wretch and purified by their elemental energy. Cole then discovers
Wu but is sent to search for the missing Kai. Kai, who has been wandering lost in the Billy
Badlands, is captured by a pair of pirates but rescued by Cole, whose partial immunity to the
Dark Matter enables him to reason with a partially corrupted Kai. The pair acquire new vehicles
and set out to meet with the other Ninja, eventually succeeding in doing so and making their
way towards the Temple of Light. Unfortunately, the final convoy of Dark Matter needed to
overwhelm the Temple of Light's defenses and corrupt it is already in motion, and the Dark
Island itself is falling into chaos as a result of the evil energies. The Ninja team reunites and
attempts to stop the convoy, only to be attacked by Clouse and nearly buried under a magical
sandstorm. Undeterred, the heroes make their way to the Temple of Light, determined to stop
Clouse or die trying. Upon arriving at the temple, the Ninja find that Clouse's plan is already well
underway and are forced to confront his Shadow Army and Sky Pirates. Defeat seems
inevitable, but Wu arrives and reveals the contents of his crateâ€”his father's Golden Mech,
which he soon pilots into battle against Clouse. Clouse responds by creating his own Shadow
Mech from the members of his army, and the two engage in battle only for Wu to emerge
victoriously. The merging of Ninjago and the Dark Island is halted, the Temple of Light is

restored to its original glory, and a vortex draws Clouseâ€”unwilling to accept help from his
enemiesâ€”into the Underworld. With the Sky Pirates captured and the balance restored, for the
time being, the Ninja celebrate their victory. However, after returning to Ninjago, Wu notes in his
journal that he senses another threat on the horizon: something involving Kai and Nya's mother
and father and two twins he believed were lost to time. After the events of "Day of the Departed"
and shortly before The Hands of Time, the Ninja decide to take the day off and move into the
Temple of Airjitzu. Lloyd receives a text from Dareth inviting them to a fun activity at the
museum. Once they arrive, however, he reveals he needs them to clean up the mess he made
during his fight with Kozu. He asks them to complete the task, claiming he needs to be present
for a rumored reveal of the BorgWatch, a highly anticipated device designed by Cyrus Borg.
Dareth then leaves them to fix the mess. Pythor hears it all and steals the prototype, threatening
to reveal it all on tv. Protect this book from dark forces. If it falls into the wrong hands, the
knowledge contained within could put all of time and space in danger. Now, Master Wu is
sharing all that he has learned, in the hope that those with potential will become Ninjago's great
champions and continue to practice the art of Spinjitzu. The book is written in the form of young
Harumi's journal, from soon after her adoption by the Royal Family to shortly before
Garmadon's resurrection. This all-new chapter book includes three original stories about the
ninja! When Master Wu calls his old student Kai, he has a special mission for him: it's time to go
BACK to his old ninja monastery and fix it up. That might sound boring, but what starts as a
simple chore ends up as a ninja training jungle gym extravaganza! Plus, two more stories about
classic ninja Zane and Lloyd! It contains full-color illustrations throughout three action-packed,
easy-to-read adventures. The packaging depicted the four episodes as two full-length episodes,
titled "Way of the Ninja" and "King of Shadows. All thirteen episodes of Season 1 were released
on a two-disc DVD set. Note
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